We are excited to announce that we have made great progress with our Wall of Faces Project. The goal of this work is to connect a photograph to every name on our Memorial. We have been working on this project for many years and are finally coming close to having a picture for all 1,563 names on our Memorial. There are, however, 27 men whose pictures we still need. If you have any information about these men and where we might find pictures of them, please contact Greg Waters at gwaters@njvvmf.org.

Roger Brown, Newark
Richard Burgans, Newark
Cecil Dixon, Trenton
Joseph Francis, Jr., Camden
Edward Gray, Newark
Arthur Jordan, Patterson
Frank Kohlmyer, Pennsauken
James Lang, Neptune
Luis Lopez, Mount Holly
Alphonza Mason, Newark
Herbert Moore, Patterson
Thomas Newman, Saddle River
Clarence Nofford, Newark
Raul Orta, Parlin
Robert Ortiz, Patterson
Albert Raitt, Neptune City
Vidal Sanchez, Jr., Shiloh
Luis Santiago, Camden
William Simmons, Newark
Alfred Smith, Dunellen
Charles Sterling, Ocean City
Charlie Taylor, Pleasantville
Melvin Taylor, Patterson
Alfred Wiggins, Jersey City
Leroy Williams, Newark
Lester Williams, Bridgeton
Ronald Wyatt, South River

A special thanks to Susan DiBarba for her efforts in this important work.